With Kentucky Coming Up

Va. Tech Still Seeing Green

By BILL CATE
Landmark News Service

BLACKSBURG — A lot of people around these parts thought their color televisions had gone on the blink.

Maybe they just needed an adjustment, but Charlie Coffey's fact kept coming up green.

It was no wonder, however. Tech lost to William and Mary last Saturday and Coffey was on television trying to explain a defeat which could not be understood by Tech fans.

And ironically, Tech's coaches are seeing green this week because they are watching films of last year's green-uniformed University of Miami team. The Kentucky coach, Fran Curci, coached at Miami last season and since the Wildcats have not played a game under their new coach there is no film to watch.

"We know a lot less about Kentucky than we did about William and Mary," says Dan Henning, Tech's offensive coordinator. "We just have to guess that Kentucky will try to do the same things Miami did last year since Curci and the defensive staff at Kentucky came from Miami."

But, if you think Tech has a problem — and it obviously does — Kentucky's Curci is just as serious. He doesn't know what his team will look like either.

"I have no idea about our team," Curci says. "None. I won't know anything until we play. I just don't have any idea what we're going to do."

The scouting report on Kentucky, if one can make a scouting report on a team nobody knows anything about, is that the Wildcats have two outstanding running backs and one super defensive lineman. And Curci says his quarterback is a winner. Other than that, who knows?

The scouting report on Tech, however, is not as difficult to make.

"Tech is a fine football team," Curci says. "They made every mistake you can make Saturday and just lost by a touchdown. I hope they do the same thing against us, but I'm not counting on it. I know how they feel. I've been in games like that one... and I don't like them."

Tech, of course, must improve its defense if it expects to beat anybody. The offense lost four fumbles against William and Mary, but the defense allowed three long touchdown drives.

"Our offense was a better than their defense," says Henning, "and our defense was better than their defense. But their offense was better than our defense. That and the four fumbles beat us."

George McKinney, Tech's defensive coordinator, agreed.

"They blocked us more times than they didn't," McKinney said. "We made some mistakes, but more times than not they just whipped us."

The disappointing thing to Tech fans is they thought the Gobbler defenders were better than they showed.

"We weren't Saturday," says McKinney. "All you had to do was watch and it was obvious."

McKinney doesn't know what to expect from Kentucky.

"When they (Curci and his coaches) were at Miami, they used everything—the Wishbone, the Veer, and the spring game, they passed a lot.

"But after seeing us against William and Mary they'll probably do the same thing. They probably think they can whip us at the line of scrimmage. Their offensive line averages about 235 and they have two fine running backs. But I don't think their quarterback is the type of runner William and Mary's (Bill Deery) was."

If that's true, there's a chance your color television set may work all right next week.

Mercer Signs Peninsula Star

MACON, Ga. (AP)—Mercer University announced Thursday that 6-8 Andre Brown of Ferguson High School of Newport News, has been signed to a basketball grant-in-aid.

Brown played freshman basketball last season at Southwestern Louisiana College, which faces suspension of its basketball program for two years for recruiting violations.

A Mercer spokesman said the school would ask the NCAA to approve the basketball scholarship for Brown, since Southwestern's basketball program has been discontinued.